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Ice breakers

1. .



2. Can I ask you some

questions?



3. Are you sure you don’t

mind?



4. How are you doing these

days?



5. Do you have any other

news?



6. How was your week?



7. How was your life

3 months ago?



8. What were you doing

this time last year?



9. How do you spend your

days off?



10. Do you go on dates?



11. Play sports?



12. Spend time on your

hobbies?



13. Spend time with your

family?



14. Do you go to work on

your day off?



15. Do you work on

developing yourself?



16. Do you just do

nothing?



17. How do you usually

spend your vacations?



18. Could you tell me

about it more

specifically?



19. When did you do that?



20. Who did you do that

with?



21. What happened next?



22. Why did you do that?



23. How did everything

turn out?



24. What kind of trip do

you recommend?



25. Why do you like it?



26. What can I do there?



27. What is the most

delicious food there?



28. What is the most

beautiful place there?



29. What kind of scenery

can I see there?



30. Did you become lost

in thought when you saw

the beautiful view?



31. What kind of clothes

did you wear to go there?



32. What was the

atmosphere there like?



33. Can you tell me

about a romantic place?



34. Where is there a

picturesque view?



35. Is there any place

where you think I should

definitely go?



36. Do you travel by

yourself?



37. Why?



38. How do you choose

souvenirs?



39. What would you give

me?



40. What present would

you like to give your

mother?



41. What present would

you like to give your

father?



42. What would you get

for yourself?



43. What presents would

you like to give the

women who are close to

you?



44. What presents would

you like to give the men

who are close to you?



45. Are these presents

from the heart?



46. Where do you want to

go on your next vacation?



47. When are you going

to go?



48. Who do you want to

go with?



49. How long do you

want to go for?



50.How are you going to

get there?


